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1) Amelia bought ingredients worth    180 and made burgers. If she sold the

burgers for   240, what is the pro!t value? 
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S S2) Pamela sold her old boat for   6,647. If she had purchased the boat at    9,775,

what is the loss percent?

S

S

3) Many years ago, Robert purchased an antique clock for   790. If the Museum

of History bought it from him for   3,078, what was the pro!t made by Robert?

S4) Mrs. Spears bought a diamond ring worth   785. She later sold it incurring a

loss of 9%. Calculate the loss amount.
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5) Samantha bought a dress for   175. She sewed beads and crystals worth

   25 on the dress and sold it for   300. Find the pro!t percent.
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1) Amelia bought ingredients worth    180 and made burgers. If she sold the

burgers for   240, what is the pro!t value? 
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S S2) Pamela sold her old boat for   6,647. If she had purchased the boat at    9,775,

what is the loss percent?

S

S

3) Many years ago, Robert purchased an antique clock for   790. If the Museum

of History bought it from him for   3,078, what was the pro!t made by Robert?

S4) Mrs. Spears bought a diamond ring worth   785. She later sold it incurring a

loss of 9%. Calculate the loss amount.

S

S S

5) Samantha bought a dress for   175. She sewed beads and crystals worth

   25 on the dress and sold it for   300. Find the pro!t percent.

S60

32%

S2,288

S70.65

50%
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